
Maggy’s Annual Make-up Festival is underway! 

 
Now is the chance for all women to find out how to look their most beautiful from the experts from some of 

the finest lines of cosmetics and beauty care in the world. Maggy’s, located on the main street in Oranjestad 

is conducting their famous Make-up Festival until Saturday, and whether one chooses a group workshop, or 

a private makeover, there will be a fresh, new look and indispensable beauty advice to be had.  

During the first night of sessions on Monday, Edgar Viloria of Christian Dior demonstrated on EPB 

students Cesar, Alesha, Natalia, and Jerina the latest in flashy runway make-up as the models would wear. 

His colleague Antonio will join him, and the two will demonstrate the new Doir Backstage line. Those 

participating in the Dior program will have their pictures taken after, and are eligible to win a Dior Cabinet 

treatment, a Makeover, and a dinner for two. 

Other specialists, such as Carole Communal Haour and Ellia Holondeschi of Clarins will be on hand to 

provide their expertise, and on Monday, Maruta Veeris conducted the first Clarins Workshop, 

demonstrating their new line, A Touch of Magic. 

Sales and Marketing Manager Sheila van der Poole revealed that this year there are more beauty experts 

attending the festival, offering more classes and makeovers. “Last year was such a success that the 

companies were very impressed and participating on a greater scale.”  

Lancôme has again sent Jorge Zayas to Aruba to teach his students how to achieve the new “Enchantress” 

look, and Orlane Beauty Adviser and Esthetician Pilar Gomez came to give her revitalizing cabinet 

treatments.  

The Elisabeth Arden team of Norma Rodriguez and Vladimir Utrera will demonstrate the “Bohemian 

Bronze” line and provide treatments with a Pulsating Light Wand, guaranteed to soften facial lines.  

Yves Saint Laurent is represented by Jose Soccoro, Alejandra Escobar and Paola Gianguillio from 

Thursday to Saturday, as is Sisley cosmetics and care by Suzanne Seixas.  

Guerlain’s Jose Luis Yuve will introduce the fine line for 2006 that is customized for special looks 

depending on one’s coloring, whether blond or brunette.  

This week, Maggy’s has a entire new look and beauty treatment for one and all, and the world’s top experts 

will teach you how to make the most of your assets with the latest of beauty treatments and fashion looks. 

Workshops and makeovers include products to take home from the brand utilized, so the beauty tips will 

last long after the session. To reserve for a workshop, individual makeover or cabinet treatment contact 

Margaret at telephone #583-5957. 


